
Taras Batyuk 

 

Journalistic activities of Myron Korduba in the interwar 

period. This article is devoted to the study of Myron Korduba’s 

social and political essays created during the interwar period. It 

establishes the subjects of the historian’s journalistic performances. It 

is discovered that scholar cooperated with many Ukrainian and 

Polish editions. The author comes to the conclusion that during the 

interwar period the journalistic activity of М. Korduba was aimed at 

protecting cultural and educational rights of the Ukrainian society in 

Poland. 

Key words: M. Korduba, journalistic activities, “Vpered!”, 

“Dilo”, “Biuletyń polsko-ukraiński”. 

 

Svitlana Bila 

 

The process of transition to the Lviv Stauropegic Union in 

the Ukrainian historiography. The article analyzes the scientific 

contribution of the Ukrainian historiography from the 19
th
 to early 

20
th
 centuries concerning the problem of transition to the union of the 

Lviv Uspensky brotherhood. The essential achievements and tendencies 

are shown in the theme analysis. The innovating concepts are found. 

It is approved that the scientific works of the researchers of the 20
th
 

century suffer from the narrowness and a clearly expressed 

confessional approach, but we shouldn’t ignore them because they 

contain a significant factual material. 

Key words: brotherhood, Stauropegic, Union, historiography. 

 

Serhiy Vyshnevskyi 

 

Educational activities of specialized and educational 

institutions in the city of Yevpatoria during the German 

occupation of the Crimea (1941 – 1944). This article is devoted to 

the analysis of the state of education during the German occupation 

of the Crimea (1941 – 1944). The activities of the main educational 

and professional institutions in the city of Yevpatoria and settlements 

of this area are examined. Special attention is paid to the legal basis 



of the functioning of educational institutions and teacher conferences 

held at the initiative and under control of the occupying power. 

Key words: General district, school, department of education, 

occupation, meeting. 

 

Volodymyr Halyk 

 

Social stratification of the population “Galician California” 

in the creative legacy of Ivan Franko. This article analyzes 

Franko’s vision of differentiation of the “Galician California” society 

in the second half of the nineteenth century. The main attention is 

paid to his assessment of the life of Boryslav workers on the basis of 

inequality in incomes, property, and life styles. It is determined that 

Franko in his creative legacy not only draws attention to the socio-

economic situation of the “Galician California” factory proletariat, 

but also tries to instill in workers the idea of liberation from the oil 

magnates yoke.  

Key words: Ivan Franko, “Galician California” society, social 

stratification, workers, Boryslav. 

 

Halyna Hrytsenko 

 

Ukrainian-Byelorussian relations: writers’ personal 

acquaintance in the second half of the 19
th

 – early 20
th

 century. In 

the article the relations of the Ukrainian and Belarusian writers and 

their contribution to the development of the Belarusian literature in 

the second half of the 19
th
 – early 20

th
 century is investigated. It is 

found out that the attitude to the national question in Belarus and 

Ukraine was an important part in these relations. 

Key words: Ukraine, Byelorussia, culture, Ukrainian-

Byelorussian relations, writers. 

 

Svyatoslav Zhuravlev 

 

The tireless activist in the sphere of Ukrainian cultural-

educational and social life in 20 – 30s of the 20
th

 century 

(Hrushevska Kateryna Mykhailivna). The article is devoted to the 

life and work of Kateryna Hrushevska – a famous scientist, folklorist, 



cultural and social activist of 20 – 30s of the 20
th
 century. Based on 

archival materials an attempt to analyze her achievements in science, 

culture and education has been made. The author has drawn the 

conclusions about the importance and diversity of cultural, 

educational and public works of K. Hrushevska. 

Key words: Hrushevskyi’s family, Kateryna Hrushevska, 

science, researcher, folklorist, art critic, Ukrainian Sociological Institute, 

criminal proceedings. 

 

Vasyl’ Ilnytskyi 

 

Using by Soviet punitive and repressive authorities of 

special devices in the fight against the liberation movement of the 

OUN in the Carpathian region (1945 – 1954). For the first times, 

on the basis of unknown and obscure documents, a series of special 

means that were used by repressive authorities in the fight against the 

liberation movement in the Carpathian region OUN have been 

considered. The author gives the most typical examples of the 

effective use of special means, as well military and KGB operations 

held due to them. 

Key words: OUN liberation movement, the Carpathian region, 

special devices, agents, radio unit. 

 

Oleksandr Koziy 

 

Social-public function of the Roman Catholic clergy of 

Podillya in the middle of the 20
th

 century. The article explores one 

of the aspects of the Roman Catholic Church in Podillya. We consider 

the social-public function of the Roman Catholic clergy in the Polish 

environment in the middle of the 19
th
 century. The author notes a 

significant influence of the Roman Catholic Church on social and 

political life of the region and outlines the relationship with Russian 

autocratic governments. 

Key words: Roman Catholic clergy, catholicism, Podilska 

guberniya, gentry. 

 

 

 



Iryna Lozynska 

 

Organization of the judiciary in Galicia during the First 

World War period. This article explores the judiciary and legal 

procedure in Galicia during the activity of the Russian military 

General governorship. The author investigates the basic principles of 

the judicial system and reorganization of its institutions. The research 

describes the main activities of the Russian administration with 

regard to changes in the state legal system. 

Key words: World War I, military general governorship, 

court, Galicia, Russia, Austria-Hungary, occupation. 

 

Oksana Medvid 

 

Dmytro Paliyev’s Military Activity. The article describes the 

partnership of Dmytro Paliyev as organizational referent in the work 

of Military Committee in Lviv, the activity during the period of 

formation of Armed Forces of West Ukrainian People’s Republic and 

Ukrainian People’s Republic in 1918 – 1919. D. Paliyv’s activity 

during World War II and his role in the creation of the 1
st
 Ukrainian 

division in the Ukrainian national army is examined in the article. 

Key words: Dmytro Paliyev, Ukrainian Spiel Legion, Galician 

army, World War II, 1
st
 Ukrainian division of the Ukrainian national 

army, national-liberation movement.  

 

Tetyana Panfіlova 

 

Youth, cultural, educational and sports societies of 

Halychyna (the 19
th

 century). An activity of such societies and 

organizations is described, in particular in the sphere of 

popularization of the Ukrainian language, publications of textbooks 

and periodicals. Exceptional importance of cultural-educational and 

scientific societies and organizations for formation of civic society in 

Ukraine and, mainly in eastern Halychyna is argued.  

Key words: eastern Halychyna, civic society, national 

consciousness, national-cultural development, cultural-educational 

societies. 

 



Ruslana Popp 
 

Peopleware of Drohobych region (1944 – 1953). The article 

is dedicated to the study of human resources processes in the 

Drohobych region in the early postwar years. The reasons of 

personnel problems are identified, ways, sources and features of the 

formation of personnel for the party and the Soviet system, for the 

economy, education, culture, medicine in the region are described. It 

is shown that political motives were the determining factors of 

personnel policy of the Soviet system, which was establishing in the 

province. The human resources policy became an instrument of rapid 

sovietization of the region. 

Key words: Drohobych region, Soviet system, personnel, 

personnel policies, nomenclature. 

 

Inna Savchuk 

 

The journal Ukraine through the prism of thematic 

interests of its authors. Topics of publications, presented on the 

pages of the journal Ukraine, are analyzed in the article. 

Contributions of the published on the journal pages materials to 

actual problems of Ukrainian Studies are found out. The author 

concludes that among the published works materials of the synthetic-

general character dominated, this fact played a major role in 

developing scientific foundations for Ukrainian Studies. 

Key words: Ukrainian historiography, journal Ukraine, authors, 

topics of publications, M. Hrusheskyi. 

 

Yuriy Stetsyk 

 

The Basilian monkhood of the Przemysl Eparchy in 

functioning period of the St Intercession (Svyato-pokrovsk) 

province: social and territorial origin (1739 – 1780). On the basis 

of generalization of catalogues and biogrammes of the Basilian 

monkhood of the Przemysl Eparchy the author finds out quantity of 

monasteries and monks, their typologization, territorial and social 

belonging, age-old and educational characteristics. Quantitative and 

quality composition of monasterial fraternity is analysed. The process 



of reformation of monastic centers is shown. The stages of spiritual 

structure of Basilian monkhood are outlined. 

Key words: monkhood, Basilian monks, Order of St Basil the 

Great, province, eparchy. 

 

Yanina Fedorenko 

 

Peculiarities of initial stage of agrarian sector reform in 

Ukraine: historical aspect. The article is devoted to the research of 

historical aspects of reforms of agrarian sector in Ukraine in 1991 – 

1999. The author characterizes an initial stage of launching agrarian 

and land reforms that started transformation process in economics; 

analyzes regulatory basis of reforms as well as processes of 

reorganization of a collective farm system, denationalization and 

privatization of land fund. 

Key words: agrarian sector, agrarian and land reforms, 

denationalization, privatization, land share. 

 

Lesya Khomych 

 

Bruno Schulz in public space of interwar Galicia: shaping 

the image of an artist and a writer. The article analyzes the process 

of the image forming of the artist and writer in the public space of 

interwar Galicia. The review of the first performances to Galician 

audience as an artist and a writer is done. The reviews in the interwar 

Drohobych press and critic’s articles of the creative heritage of  

B. Schulz are analyzed. 

Key words: exposition, review, publicity, image. 

 

Bohdan Lazorak 

 

Participation of the church clergy of France in the 

Hundred Years’ War: on the materials of the “Chronicles” by 

Jean Froissart (1325 – 1340). The source evidences about 

participation of the church clergy of France at the initial stage of the 

Hundred Years’ War (1325 – 1340) are analyzed in the article. Jean 

Froissart’s short descriptions of the participation of white and black 

clergy in committed spiritual force and direct assistance to knights in 



military campaigns are revealed. Special attention is focused on the 

spiritual and religious activities of the rich (margraves, counts, barons) 

and poor (artisans, small knights, peasants) laymen aiming at 

developing and supporting of the specific abbeys, parish churches 

and church clergy.  

Key words: medieval studies, Hundred Years’ War, Jean 

Froissart, Chronicles, France.  

 

Viktor Mandziak 

 

The attack of Seid-Ahmed I, Khan of the Great Horde, on 

Polish Podilliy in 1438. The article deals with the causes and defines 

the classification of Tatar attacks on the neighboring land. This 

article analyzes the developments of Tatar attacks on Western 

Podillya in the summer of 1438, culminating devastating defeat of 

the Polish army. It was found that Tatars’ victory in 1438 opened the 

way for the horde plunder of the Ukrainian ethnic lands as a part of 

Kingdom of Poland due to factors of internal instability and 

insecurity of borders. 

Key words: Tatars, Seid-Ahmed I, Poles, Michal Buchatskiy, 

attack in 1438. 

 

Oleh Petrechko 

 
Damnatio memoriae and foundation of the Principate. It is 

well determined that practice of damnatio memoriae was borrowed 
by the emperors along with other controls of the Republican period. 
Under this term we mostly understand the pronouncement by the 
Senate of a person an enemy of the state and censure of his memory 
after his death. It is also defined that the condemnation of memory 
could have been put into practice even without a formal decision of 
the Senate. Application of damnatio memoriae became an important 
part of regime’s political propaganda during the period of the 
Principate. It was effective for the ideological grounding of 
Emperor’s power. 

Key words: damnatio memoriae, condemnation of memory, 
Principate, Emperor. 

 



Oksana Ruda 

 

Educational policy of the Second Common-wealth of 

Poland in 1918 – 1924. The article highlights the policy of the 

Second Polish Republic in the sphere of education in 1918 – 1924. 

The legal framework regulating activities of educational institutions 

of Poland is investigated and the main trends in the development and 

functioning of public, secondary and higher educational institutions 

as well as teachers’ seminaries are analyzed. 

Key words: Second Commonwealth of Poland, educational 

institutions, teachers’ seminaries, educational policies, regulations. 

 


